Cocktails & The Shows
That Inspired Them
In a year _lled with despair, Ted Lasso provided a much-needed break in order to laugh
and have hope. With its London setting, Ted Lasso was a refreshing newcomer to the
Apple TV lineup just like this refreshing libation will be hitting Tallahassee, Fla. this

spring. The Lavender Lasso features $oral Empress Gin, with its distinct purple hue
coming from the pigment of the butter$y pea $ower – ampli_ed by $orality with a

house made lavender syrup, house made IPA syrup, in addition to coconut water and

pineapple juice. This is all accented with fresh edible $owers, dried lavender on the rim
and a sprinkling of Ube Dust to add some brightness to an otherwise lackluster year.
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1.5 oz. Empress Gin
.75 oz. Coco Water
1 oz. Pineapple
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1.0 oz. Lime

.25 oz. Lavender syrup
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.25 oz. IPA Syrup

With the one-year anniversary of the start of shutdown and with award season in full
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swing, we’re looking back at how many people relied on TV this past year and have
.25 oz. Butter$y Pea Flower Syrup
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with dried lavender $owers. Lightly sprinkle ube dust over the froth when poured for

swing, we’re looking back at how many people relied on TV this past year and have

contrast.
mind escape during
quarantine.
compiled 12 cocktails inspired by our favorite shows to celebrate those that helped our

mind escape during quarantine.
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John B and friends (and foes) will be back soon for Season 2 of the Net$ix coming-of-age
hit, and local Bogue Sound Distillery is ready with summery cocktails inspired by the
show – which is set within the destination – including Pogue Tea.
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2 oz. JAPC Salted Caramel Spirit
.5 oz. Triple Sec
Top oi with ½ sour mix & ½ Coca Cola
Pour all ingredients into a highball glass over ice. Pour into mixer and then back into
glass; garnish with lemon slice.

“Royal Dog” inspired by The Crown –
at Mico at Grand Bohemian Hotel
Charlotte

